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RATIONAL NONLINEAR CHARACTERS

OF METABELIAN GROUPS

B. G. BASMAJI

ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite metabelian group with all nonlinear irreducible

characters rational. Then the exponent of the commutator group G' is a prime

or divides 16, 24, or 40. If G' is also cyclic, then its order is a prime or divides

12.

1. Introduction. Let G be a finite group having all characters (over the complex

field) rational. Markel [6] proved that if G is supersolvable then G has order

\G\ = 2*33. In [4] Gow proved that if G is solvable then \G\ = 2'3S5\ and in

[7] Vishnevetskij proved similar results if G is finite with some added conditions.

In this paper we assume that G is a finite metabelian group having all nonlinear

(absolutely) irreducible characters rational. After proving a few preliminary results

we prove, in §3, that the exponent of G' is either a prime or divides 16, 24, or 40.

Assuming that G' is cyclic we prove, in §4, that \G'\ is a prime or it divides 12.

In particular if all the characters of G are rational, then the results of this paper

imply that \G\ = 2<3a.

2. Preliminary results. Let G be a finite group. By a character of G we shall

always mean a character over the complex field, and by an irreducible character

we shall always mean an absolutely irreducible character. A character x of G is

rational (real) if x(q) is rational (real) for all g E G. If K is a normal subgroup

of G and a E G, then (a) and (aK) denote the cyclic subgroups of G and G/K

respectively, and |a|n and \aK\o denote the orders of (a) and (aK) respectively.

Also exp(G) denotes the exponent of G. If A is a group that acts on a group B

then CA(B) = {x E A\bx = b for all b E B}.

LEMMA 1. Let G be a finite group, K a normal subgroup ofG, x a linear charac-

ter ofK such that xG is irreducible, L = kerx, and N(L) the normalizer ofL in G.

Then xG is real if and only if some element of N(L) inverts every element of K/L

and xG îS rational if and only if N(L)/K ~ Aut(K/L), the automorphism group of

K/L.

PROOF. Let xi be the Q-conjugate (complex conjugate) of x- Then kerxi = L,

Xi is irreducible and is Q-conjugate (complex conjugate) to xG- From [3, (45.5)],

XG = XG if and only if Xi and x are G-conjugate. The results follow.

A somewhat deeper result concerning the realness of xG is given in [2, §2].

Now assume G is a finite metabelian group, A a normal subgroup of G such that

A and G/A are abelian. Let x be a linear character of A with ker x = L, and K(L)

a subgroup of N(L) containing A such that K(L)/L is a maximal abelian subgroup
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of N(L)/L. The x has \K(L)/A\ extensions x' to K(L) and each x"3 is irreducible

and is a constituent of xG- The characters x/G, X running over all linear characters

of A, form all the irreducible characters of G. See [1]. Every extension of x to

K(L) is given by px', where x' is a fixed extension of x to K(L) and p is a linear

character of K (L) with ker p D A. Note that if Li = ker x! then L\ fl A = L and
N(Li) G N(L). Lemma 1 and the above results give

COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group, A a normal subgroup of G, A and G/A

abelian, and let x be a linear character of A. If some irreducible constituent of xG

ù real, then some element of N(L) inverts all elements ofA/L. If some irreducible

constituent of xG is rational, then N(L) induces the full automorphism group on

A/L.

We omit the proof of the next result.

LEMMA 2. Let U be a cyclic group of order m and let A = Aut(U). For subgroups

V ofU let B(V) = CA(U/V). Assume for every V if \U/V\ = p, p an odd prime,
then B(V) has exponent dividing 2, and if \U/V\ = 2 then B(V) has exponent

dividing 4. Then either m is a prime or m divides 16, 24, or 40.

3. The main result. We need the following

Lemma 3. Let A be a normal subgroup of finite group G, G/A abelian, and let

X be a linear character of A such that all the irreducible constituents ofxG are real.

Let I = Ig(x)> the inertia group ofx in G and L — ker x- Then

(a) \I'L/L\ < 2.
(b) IfV GL thenexp(I/A) < 2.
(c) Ifx2 = 1a then exp(I/A) divides 4.

PROOF. Since G" G L, we may assume G to be metabelian. The elements of

I commute (modulo L) with the elements of A, and for any y E N(L) and x E I,

y—1xy = xax (modL), ax E A. Thus for any x, w E I and y E N(L), y~l[x, w]y =

[x, w] (modL), where [x, w] = x~1w~1xy. Thus I'L/L is in the center of N(L)/L.

Also I'L/L is cyclic since A/L is cyclic. The realness of the constituents of xG

implies that some element of N(L) inverts I'L/L. Thus |/'L/L| < 2.

Now let x7 be an extension of x to K(L) G 1,8 = x!1, an irreducible constituent

of x1} and p be a linear character of I with ker/z DA If p' is an extension of p

to G then pO = (px^xfY and p'x"3 = (p0)G = (/í/c(L)X/)g, that is, pO and p'0G

are constituents of x1 and xG respectively. Now 6G = 6G and (p6)G = (pO)G,

bars denoting the complex conjugates. Thus

(pdf = p'êG = p'6G = (p?0)G or (p0)G = (p6)G.

From Isaacs [5, 6.11], p9 = p0. Assuming I' G L, we have J = K(L), 6 linear, and

hence p = p for every linear character p of /, ker p D A. Thus exp(7/A) < 2.

Now assume x2 = 1a and X 7^ 1a (for if x = 1a then I' G L). Thus \A/L\ = 2
and N(L) = 1 D K(L) DA. If y E I and k E K(L), then y~lky = ka (modL)
for some aEA, and hence y2 E K(L). Any extension of x to K(L) is given by px'

where p is any linear character of K(L), ker p D A, and x ' is a fixed extension of x

to K(L). Using the above, the realness of (px!)G implies p(k2)x!(k2) = ±1. Setting

M = l/c(L) we get x'(^2) — ±1- Thus p(k2) = ±1 for every p or exp(K"(L)/A)

divides 4. Now assume for some A; E K(L), k of order 4 modulo A, and some y El,
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y fc K(L) and y2 = k (mod A). Then we may pick another K(L), say Ki(L), such
that y E Ki(L) or exp(Ki(L)/A) = 8, a contradiction. Thus the above results

imply exp(J/A) divides 4 completing the proof.

COROLLARY. Let G be a finite metabelian group having all nonlinear

irreducible characters real and for any subgroup H of G', G'/H 7^ 1, let t(H) =

exp(CG(G7¿/)/G'). Then t(H) divides 4 if \G'/H\is a power of 2 and t(H) < 2
otherwise.

PROOF. If G'/H ?¿ 1, then G' has a linear character x, H G kerx C G' and

|G'/kerx| a prime. The result follows from the above lemma.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite metabelian group with all irreducible nonlinear

characters rational and let m = exp(G'). Then either m is a prime or m divides 16,

24, or 40.

PROOF. Let x be a linear character of G', L = kerx, |G'/L| = to. Then N(L)

induces the full automorphism group on U = G'/L. Let p|m, p a prime, and let

X = xm/p- Then S = ker X D L and letting V = S/L we have \U/V\ = p. Let

/ = JG(X) then / n N(L) = CN(L)(U/V).
Assume p > 2. From Lemma 3(a), \I'S/S\ < 2, and hence I' G S. Thus Lemma

3(b) implies exp(J/G') < 2. If p = 2, then X2 = Iqi, and from Lemma 3(c),

exp(//G') divides 4. Now N(L)/CN{L)(U) =* Aut([/) and thus InN(L)/CN{L)(U)
~ B(V) in the notation of Lemma 2. Since Cn(l)(U) D G', we have exp(B(V)) <

2 if \U/V\ = p, an odd prime, and exp(ß(V)) divides 4 if \U/V\ = 2. Now applying
Lemma 2, we have m a prime or m dividing 16, 24, or 40. The proof is complete.

If the linear characters of a finite group G are rational, then G/G' is an elemen-

tary abelian 2-group. The above results give

COROLLARY. The order of a finite metabelian group with all characters rational

is of the form 2*3*.

We give an example of a metabelian group G with exp(G') = 24 and all nonlinear

irreducible characters rational.

Let (o, b) and (x, y, z) be abelian groups with o8 = 68 = 1 and x2 = y2 = z2 =

1, and let G\ = (a, b) o (x, y, z), the semidirect product, with the action of (1, y, z)

on (a, b) defined by

ax = a~\    bx = b-\    ay = a5,    by = b5,    az = b,    bz = a.

Then G\ = (a~ 1o, a2) and exp(G\) = 8. It is easy to show that all the irreducible

characters of Gi are rational. Since all the irreducible characters of the dihedral

group £>3 of order 6 are rational, the group G = Gi X D3 has all irreducible

characters rational and exp(G') = 24.

The group G2 = (a, b, x) with defining relations a2 = 64 = x2 = 1, ab = ba,

ax = xa, and x—1bx = ab has all nonlinear irreducible characters rational and two

linear characters complex. It is not known if metabelian groups G with exp(G') =

16 or 40 exist that have all nonlinear irreducible characters rational.

4. Cyclic commutator group. We prove

THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite metabelian group with all nonlinear irreducible

characters rational and assume the commutator group G' is cyclic. Then the order

of G' is a prime or divides 12.
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PROOF. From Theorem 1, if \G'\ is odd then \G'\ is a prime. Thus we assume

\G'\ is even and prove our result by taking the case when \G'\ is a power of 2, and

then the case when \G'\ is even but not a power of 2.

Assume that G' = (a) is cyclic of order 2s. Theorem 1 implies that s < 4. We

shall prove that a < 2 by studying exp(Ä"(1)/G') which from Lemma 3 divides 4.

Here K(l) = K((l)) is as in the notations of §2.

Assuming for some K(l) the exponent of K(l)/G' is 4, we get the following two

cases.

(i) There is 6 in some K(1), |6G'|0 = 4 and b4 = 1.

(ii) There is b in some K(l), \bG'\0 = 4 and 64 = a2.

Note that if 64 = a, then some nonlinear irreducible character of G is not real,

and if b4 = a2 , t > 1, then setting be, = b~ 1a2     , we have o4, = 1, which is case

(i).
Assuming for every K(l), K(l)/G' is of exponent < 2, we get two additional

cases.

(in) K(l)/G' is of exponent 2 for every K(l), and there is c in some K(\),

\cG'\o = 2 and c2 = a.

(iv) For every K(l), K(l)/G' is of exponent dividing 2 and K(l) splits over G'.

Note that if c2 = a2 , t > 0, then setting en — c~1a2 gives c2,, which is case

(iv). Also (iv) includes the case where K(l) = G'.

We shall prove our result by studying separately each of the above four cases.

Case (i). Let L = (a2) and pick K(L) D (a,c). Let x he a linear character of

K(L) such that x(o) = \/—1, S fl G' = L, where S = ker x- Since xG is rational,

we have z E N(S) such that x(z~l°z) — x(&~*) = —V—1- But b~1z~1bz is in

G' = (o) implying z~ 1bz = ba^, f an odd integer. Thus (ba^)4 = 1 or a4f = 1

and a < 2.

Case (ii). Consider AT(1) D (a, b) and let x he a linear character of K(l) with

S = kerx and S n G' = 1. Then Jt*(l)/S = (65) and x(o)4 = x(a2)- Assume
X(6)2 = x(o). (The other choice for x is given by x(&)2 = —x(a)0 Since xG is

rational we have N(S)/K(1) = (yK(\), zK(\)) such that y^by = b5 (mod S) and

z~xbz = b-1 (modS). Since |65|0 = 2"+1 we have \yK(l)\Q = 2"-1 or \yG'\0 =
2"-1, 2s, or 2"+1. But since b^y^by = b4 = a2 (mod5) and 5 n G' = 1,

we have y~xby = ba2. Let Li = (a2); then y~1by be b (modLi), and hence we

may pick K(L{) D (a,b,y), not necessarily containing K(l). Thus \yG'\o divides

4 or a < 3. Assume a = 3, and let y be as above. Then y4 = 1 or y4 = a2 or

y4 = a4. If y4 = a2 then by letting y0 = yb we get j/4, = 1. If j/4 = a4 then

by letting y\ = yo we get y4 = 1. That is, we may assume y4 = 1. Let xi be

a linear character of K(L{), S\ = kerxi, Sif\G' = (a2), and Xi(v) — V—1.
Then there is iu G N(S\) such that w~*yw = yaf, f an odd integer. But then

(yaf)4 = a4^ 7^ 1, a contradiction since y4 = 1. Thus a < 2.

Case (iii). With slight variations, the proof of this case is similar to case (ii)

above in which c replaces b.

Case (iv). Assume every K(l) can be written as (o, ci,..., ct) with a2' = c2 = 1,

t = 1,..., t. If a = 4 then by a method similar to case (ii), where a = 3, in which

a replaces b, we get a likewise contradiction. Thus assume a = 3.

Since G' = (a), there are g and h in G such that g~1h~1gh = ae, e odd.

(Without loss of generality we may take e = 1.) Thus h~xgh = ga. We also have
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g~ 1ag = aT and h~lah = a"', r and o odd integers. First assume r = 1. Then we

may pick K(l) such that g E K(l) and hence either g2 = 1 or (gax)2 = 1, for some

X. Exchanging g0 = gax for g gives h~lg0h = goaf, f odd. But (goaf)2 ^ 1, a

contradiction. Thus r^ 1. Similarly a ?¿ 1. Thus r and er may take the values

3, 5, or 7 (mod 8). If r = o then letting ç/0 = gh we have gna = ago and get a

contradiction as above. Thus t ?¿ a, and hence one of r, a, or to takes the value

5 (mod 8). Without loss of generality we assume r = 5 and a = —1 == 7 (mod

8). That is, we have g~xag = a5 and h~lah = a~1. Since h~lgh = ga we have

(gaf = g2a6 and (ga)4 = g4a4.

Let L = (a4). Then g~lag = a (mod L), and thus we may pick K(L) such that

g E K(L). This implies that either \gG'\0 = 2 or |gG'|0 = 4. Assume \gG'\0 = 2;
then we have g2 = 1, g2 = a2, or g2 = a4. Then the orders of h—1gh = ç/a and of

g are not equal, a contradiction. Thus \gG'\o = 4 which implies g4 = 1, g4 = a4,

or g4 = a2. Again in the first two cases, the orders of h~lgh = ga and of g are

not equal, a contradiction. This leaves us with the only case g4 = a2.

Let x be a linear character of if (L) D (a, b), S = kerx, Sf\G' = L, and assume

x(g)2 = x(o). Then K(L)/S = (gS) and thus N(S)/K(L) = (yÄ"(L), zK(L)) with
y~lgy == g5 (mod 5) and 2—*gz = g~1 (mod 5')- Thus y~xgy = c/a2 (mod L)

and z~ 1f/2 = ga~l (mod L). Since y—1ay = a (mod L), it follows that y—1ay = o

or y—1ay = a5. Ii y—1ay = a5, then letting y0 = 2/ff, we get y0_1aj/0 = a. Thus,

we may assume y~xay = a. Hence we may pick some K(\) such that y E K(l).

But the assumptions on K(l) imply that either y2 = 1 or (j/ax)2 = 1 for some

X. Without loss of generality, we may assume y2 = 1. Since y—1gy = c/o2 (mod

L), we have y—1gy = ga2 or ga-2. These give g~lyg = ya—2 or ya2. But then

(<7—12/ff)2 7^ 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof of case (iv) and the proof

of the first part of the theorem.

Now assume \G'\ is even but not a power of 2. From Theorem 1 only 3 or 5 may

divide \G'\. We make a slightly more general assumption, that is, G' has a cyclic

5-Sylow subgroup and a not necessarily cyclic 2-Sylow subgroup, and then arrive

at contradictions.

Let G' = A X B, A an abelian 2-group, B — (b), \B\ = 5. Let L be a (fixed)

subgroup of A, |A/L| = 2, A/L = (aL) and B = (6). Then G'/L = (abL) is of
order 10. Assuming all the nonlinear irreducible characters to be rational we have

exp(.rr(L)/G') < 2.

We have the following two cases:

(v) For every K(L), K(L)/L splits over G'/L, i.e., K(L)/L = G'/L X E/L, E/L
an elementary abelian 2-group.

(vi) There exists some c in some K(L) such that c2 = a (mod L).

Caae (v). Assume (v) and fix K(L). Let x be a linear character of K (L), kerx =

Lx, Lt D G' — L. Then iV(Li) G N(L) and N(LÍ)/K(L) ~ Aut(íf (LJ/Lx),
N(Li)/K(L) = (yK(L)) is of order 4, and y^ay SEE a (mod L), y~lby = b2 (mod

L) and y_12j/ = zjmod L) for all z G E. Now let L = (L,£)_= Lxß, Since
y commutes (mod L) with all elements of K(L), we choose K(L) D (K(L), y) =

^(Li^ It could easily be shown that K(L) = N(LX) and N(L) = JV(L). If y4 = a
(mod L), then some nonlinear character of N(L) (and hence of G) is not real. Since

y2 £ G' we have y4 = 1 (mod L), and hence we may assume y4 = 1 (mod L). Thus

if (L)/I splits over G'/L, i.e., AT(I)/L = G'/L X (E, y, b)/L.
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Let 9 be a linear character of K(L) with L\ = ker 9, L\ n G' = L, and 0(y) =
n/^Ï. Let i G N(L1); then a; G iV(í) = N(L) and x_1zx = z (mod L) for jdl
z G S. Thus x~1zx = z (mod L) for ail z G S, and hence x G N(Li) = if (L).

Thus N(Li) — K(L), and since 0 is not real, 6G is not real, a contradiction.

Case (vi). In this case we may assume K(L)/L = (cL) X B X S/L, E/L an

elementary abelian 2-group, and G'/L = (c2,B)/L. If x is a linear character of

K(L), kerx — In, Z* n C = L, and xM = V—Î, then K(L)/LX = (cbLx), of
order 20, and N(Ln)/K(L) = (xK(L), yK(L)) with

x—xcx = c—*,    y~xby = o2,    x—*bx = 6,

y~lcy = c,    x~xzx = y~ xzy = z,

with all congruences modulo L and z E E. Let L = (L, B) and pick if (L) D

(if (L), y). Thenif (L) = (if (L), y)._Let 0 be a linear character of K(t), Lx = ker_0
and ¿i n G' = L . If y4 = a (mod L), then 9G is not real. Assume y4 = 1 (mod L)
and hence assume y4 = 1 (mod L). Then if(I) Ç ^(1^ Ç AT(LX) = (K(L),x).

U x~1yx = y (mod L), then let 0(c) = 9(y) = V—i. Then i_1(c-^¡/)i = cy
(mod L), and since 9(c~1y) = 1 and 9(cy) = —1, we have x £ N(Li). Thus

7V(Li) = fc(L) and ÖG is not real. If x-1yx = ya (mod L) then let 9(y) = 1.
Since 9(ya) = —1, again N(LX) = if (L) and ÖG is not real. These contradictions

complete the proof of this part and proof of the theorem.

The above proof also gives

COROLLARY. Assume all the nonlinear irreducible characters of the metabelian

group G are rational and G' is of even order. If the p-Sylow subgroup of G' is cyclic

where p is an odd prime, then p = 3.

We conclude with

COROLLARY. Assume every nonlinear irreducible character of G is rational and

G' is cyclic. If \G'\ = p, p an odd prime, then \G\ — 2tp(p — 1); if \G'\ = 2 or 4
then \G\ = 2', and if \G'\ = 6 or 12 then \G\ = 2* • 3.
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